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Boy - Man

Once there was a boy-man who was confused about his life; his father was dead

and he was slowly strengthening his courage for the day when his mother, then old

and herself awaiting death, would also die. His older brothers were out in the world,

and he had also seen that they had little need or use for him, and at last he came to

realize that he was utterly alone. He was afraid at first, and clung to his girlfriend in

a manner in which he could no longer cling to his mother. Although he thought he

loved his mother as he loved the girl, he eventually saw that they did not understand

him as well as he did; he became dubious of love, and distrustful of lovers, and harbored

a strange half-wish that they would be gone -- or he be gone.

He had walked to church when he was young, he remembered. In the summer

he used to take the quarter from the envelope his mother gave him for collection and

buy candy and a comic and go and sit by the river. It was cooler there. They had

electric fans at the church, but they were all pointed at the altar, and there was more

color and majesty than windows. It was too hot for even God to be there. Down at

the water it was breezy on Sunday mornings, and when he heard the bells sounding

for the next Mass and the cars racing down the steep hill from the church, he hid the

comic in the back of his pants and walked home.

He went to college when he was nineteen for no reason clear to him; it seemed

as if he was drifting into life, and as if there was a great test that he was putting off

by going to college. And that kept eating at him. There was nothing he really wanted

because he got everything he wanted and there was no one he really wanted because

he had never been alone. His cloistered life contained him in the womb of family and

friends, drifting, waiting. The classes were warm and safe and he didn't work much or

suffer much or worry much and nothing changed much and he finally began to wonder

if it wouldn't be better for him if he was born.

A change then came: he was thinking deeply about many things. He tasted great

thoughts and tried to reproduce them and was proud and happy doing it - but there

still hung a black shadow over it all; the Test, silent, waited, watching, mocking every

move, denying abstract thought, knowing the lives of suffering that it brought. The

boy-man shook.



From then on, he was aware of the shadow, and tried to compromise his idealism

with the facts that it presented. But he feared that at his Test he must abandon much

of what he knew to be truth. It all weighed on his happiness like a funeral. He tried

to forget it, to let his happiness grow around it, but in his fear of being surprised he

could not ignore it. All was false, all a shell, all untrue.

College had removed him from the world of normal men, who looked forward to

their tests, when they were young and sought youth's adventure. Though he also yearned

to be free, from college and all the other, to live freely, he realized that he must do more

than just live; he must think and create.

Some whim of Fate had brought him to college instead of the Navy, hence he was

a completely different person from who he might have been; for five years that had been

his cherished plan, to enlist, to prove his manhood to the world. But college — how dif-

ferent it was. All, all was changed now, and he could never be that again. He remem-

bered the pledge of allegiance, how proudly he had spoken it, with his hand on his heart,

with his mind in clear view of his future. He had repeated it innumerable times, and its

message had convinced him of the just-plain-rightness of his country. College changed his

ability to love, and to believe; other boy-men were dying in the mud because the generals

in their jeeps thought an ounce of prevention was certainly worth a pound of cure. Many

thousands died in the mud, and the boy-men sickened of dying, but their elders called

them cowards and then the boy-man brought to mind, "... one nation, under God, in-

divisible, with liberty and justice for all." He had memorized it in the first grade without

knowing what it meant. And now he knew. How ridiculous! How untrue! How hypo-

critical!

But he was sad, because the fact faced him that his Test would be terrible because

he knew what was coming. And that it would be conducted in a world of fools and

madmen.

When he was almost twenty-one, he stopped - at the height of his confusion,

the peak of his bewilderment, the death of his beliefs - to see if he'd really been going

about this thing called life the right way. And he decided he was. That day he was a

man.

Jon Towne



A Poem

Mist shrouds the cereal box-tints

of autumn

Splishy orbs of rain melt into

the pavement.

Myriad pools of chill water

scatter themselves about as

the restless leaves plunge from

their perches to embrace

the earth -

the wind's apple-cider breath

caresses my window pane.

Frosting its crystalline countenance.

Your touch warms my mother-may-i-flesh.

let's merge with nature and

play helter-skelter with love.

Dyan Fiorello

The Realists

Fearful of cliches like freedom

Scoffing at tender and kind

Trifling with love and with beauty

God, were they born to be blind?

Drunk with their power of reason

Blindly they stumble along

Never to find in a lifetime

The joy that I find in a song.

Robert A. Hall



The Road To Freedom

The drums have held the thunder as

The thunder on the right,

When they lay the beat of Jazz

In the early morning light,

As the columns wheel to fight,

Thunder sight!

Beneath the lightning on the left

The horns have broke the still,

And the foaming lines have cleft,

When the men of freedoms will

Draw their blades and go to kill,

Cordite thrill!

The road to freedom's full of folk

Who know they chose the bitter way,

Deep amid the battle's smoke

Freedom is a brave display,

Oh, my people, do not stay,

Dray and slay!

The road is free, lonesome, long,

Rejoin the column winding on,

Bitter hearts are filled with song,

In the morning we'll be gone

From our campfires on your lawn,

Better dawn!

R. A. Hall

The quiet voice of innocence speaks.

Oh, my spontaneous emotions, my utilitarian desires.

My unspeaking mind, my naive mind.

My virgin mind, my spurious mind.

They make me what I am.

The voice of innocence, of subtle sensitivity

And of dumb eloquence.

David Gerry



"in god we trust"

"in god we trust

all others pay cash."

i have seen this sign

adorn the walls of

restaurants

bars

gas stations

police stations

now i have had this

strange thought

of

what would happen

if someone

ate-drank-bought-did-something

in or under one of these signs

that he could not pay for

and his name was

"Sam God"

Ernest King

ME

Did you ever meet a poet before

With delusions of adequacy?

Robert Hall



Spontaneous Motherhood

Many people say

"curiosity killed

the CAT".

But I say

"Popularity killed

the CAT".

And the CAT

was popular

Popular in the sense

of pleasure

if you know

what

I mean?!

She died of motherhood

and the

FATHERNEVERSPOUSE

CRIED

Kenneth Boivert



A Jump

It is the morning of the 4th of September. God! is it bad getting out of the sack

at 4 o'clock in the morning! Well, today is the day. My first long jump. I wonder how

they feel? . . . nervous, I hope! they say you can tell fear by a man's eyes. I can't. Wonder

why? I look around and the other eleven are joking and telling dirty stories. Right now I

feel like making God a promise that if I live I'll never swear again or something like that.

Oh, Hell! It's too late for that! I guess I'll just lie on my bunk for a while and try to get

some more sleep. Sure didn't get much last night.

Gee, I wonder how my brothers are right now? Guess Sean is in trouble again. No,

he's asleep now. Bet he looks cute. He has long eyelashes . . . just like a girl's. I wonder

how I'll do today. If I live I did great. Not funny. Wish I could stop thinking about the

damn jump!

Can't sleep. Guess I'll take a walk down to the P.X. Hi, Sarge. Yeah, I'm ready. No

sweat. I bet he thinks I'm not afraid. Not now, guys. Don't feel much like talking right

now. Going for a coke . . . anyone want to come? No . . . well, see you later Glad no one

came with me - I'd rather be alone.

The P.X. is open all night. Good thing — I need someplace to sit down. My knees

are shaking. A small coke, please. Thanks. Good morning, sir. I feel fine, sir. Sure, sit

down. Wonder what he wants . . . look at the ribbons on his chest . . . he'll get round

shouldered. I'm from Massachusetts. My dad is a football coach. Yeah, I played ball at

Villanova. Sure, I'd like to play again -- 1 don't know if I'll be here in the fall, sir. We're

about due for overseas after this next training program. - Sure, sir, I'll look you up if I'm

still here. Yes, sir, I'll be good. Good morning, sir. Goddam officers, just like everyone

else. Try to use your body for their own reputation. Football . . . shit!

Well, at least it did keep my mind off the jump. Five-thirty. Time for chow. Guess

I'll get over to the mess hall. God, I don't feel much like eating. Guess I'd better eat

something, though. Eggs and bacon.



Six o'clock! Time to get ready. The other guys are already here getting their chutes.

We're using the 7TU's today. A damn dangerous chute with all those holes in it. The holes

are so you can guide the chute better. Look at those guys clowning around. How can they

do it? I feel like crying. Oh, well . . . this altimeter says right now. In about a half hour

it will show 13,000 feet! You know, it even looks high up just looking at the scale! Might

as well put it on now . . . let's see ... all the straps are right. Arm my rip cord. All set.

Hey Pollack, check my straps again, will you. Thanks. Well nothing can stop me now. It

will soon be over. Not for good I hope.

God, it's cramped in here. Four men and all these chutes. That open door seems so

final. Well, there goes the first plane. We're airborne. Won't be long now. The other guys

aren't talking much. Boy, its getting cold. We must be high, the altimeter says 10,000 feet.

Only a few minutes more.

There's the red light. Get ready . . . time to stick my head out to see what the lead is

doing ... 15° more . . . there ... we have it now! There goes the green light - 1 signal for the

first man - GO! second man - GO! - third man - GO! I saw the fear in his eyes. I saw fear

in the third man's eyes! Here I go! Arch my back - check my stopwatch - 10 seconds. Alti-

meter shows almost 8,000 feet already. Keep back arched, want no spins today - not at this

speed.

I see the target. Track over to the left a little, there. Almost 2,500 feet. Time to pull -

come on baby, open . . . there she is! Check my lines - OK now where the hell is that target -

on my right - here I go, almost home.

I landed in close to the target. I'm still alive! Guess nothing can scare me now. What's

that buddy? Scared? What is there to be scared of????

Brain Sullivan



Kris Kringle

is

in the minds

of children

as

god

is

in the minds

of mankind,

and

as knowledge

kills

Kris,

Christ

kills

god.

Paul Riendeau

"Counter Point"

I live in two worlds,

Destroy by day and build by night:

And what does my destroying build?

And what does my building destroy?

Robert Hall



child of innocence

'True Love

child of innocence

brother to sister

sister to brother

sits in the midst

un-harvest wheat

there she may

expose her openness

to the wheat harvest men

who greedily

exploit her exposure

in the middle of the midst

un-harvest wheat

wheat harvest men singing baroque

leave in the middle of the midst

child of innocence

weeping tearless tears

her wounds

open and exposed

naked and raw as blood

to be left unattended

in the middle of the midst

un-harvest wheat

Take a blade of damascus steel,

For it can feel what a man can feel;

Fickle to the point of fairness,

Fair to the point of a woman. Greg Cravedi

Robert Hall



Rockport Sunday

The waves come crashing in

Rockport Sunday

Seagulls cry, church bells ring,

Children play.

I walk alone, afraid

The sand is cold - wet - dead.

Life is motionless.

The artist over there sees me

in my mind, put paints a

Rock instead.

I envision mountains somewhere

to be challenged.

They will have to wait.

I have dreams to make.

Rockport Sunday

Mist enters with a train of fog behind.

The seagulls, cawing, are land bound.

Church bells ring, ominously distant.

Sometimes there is love, an empty room

but always.

Rockport Sunday

Raymond Girard



Planes

Fog

Wastelands

Winter

Haiku

Large birds in the sky

Ripping the air with great force

and then moving on.

The gray mist covers us

As we walk cloud - borne and sad,

but life still goes on.

Bare, lonely stretches

Experience storms of dust

and of rain and snow.

Winter - stormy, cold

With dreary and icy days

melting into Spring.

Peter Borrows



Concerning Thinking

The greatest subject concerning a creative man is life; to best study life, he must court

thinking as a man courts a beautiful woman -- with the best of his love and consideration.

Thinking is like a woman in that it is sometimes harsh and demanding, but in the final

account, makes all worth while: at one moment, a warm, soft lover; the next vicious, spitting

bitch; in the morning - lovely; in the afternoon -- irritable; in the evening -- screaming. Indeed,

the years of a creative man are trying, but the moods are quick to pass and, incredibly, out of it

all comes a fierce but beautiful happiness. That is thinking; that is what a thinker loves.

And as a lifetime hectically passes, he learns a great deal about himself and about this

strange mate who lies beside him; she is a good and rewarding lover. With her, he surges to the

electric sensation that swells from his head to his feet when inspiration touches him at the climax

of her pitch. Alone with his bride, he glories in the emotion within him of ten Shakespearean

tragedies; he feels the ecstasy of lost innocence as it returns in a crashing wave; both tragedy and

ecstasy simultaneously in an instant in a quiet empty room. That is thinking; that is what a thinker

exalts in.

And when a thinker has begun to slide into death, he may be better prepared than most,

for he has lain with thoughts of that moment for many years. And when he is cold and stiff and

no longer breathes, it may be said by an understanding friend, "He was a thinker; he enjoyed his

life."

Jon Towne



Upon Arising

Morning shatters

factory-new

all chromium and

mimeographic dew.

Rayon Leaves adorn

Soup can trees as

IBM robins ticker-tape

'till five

seemingly overjoyed to be

alive.

Mechanical people creak

through glossy sleek

aluminum journals inscribed

with brail, undoubtedly bribed.

Brittle plastic streets

support heavy iron fleets

lethargically screaming

STOP . .

.

Byan Fiorello

**(signifying no-title)

ice-cream awakenings

are cold and sticky-sweet

Drowsy-eyed children

prance around my bed

as you kiss away my
melted chocolate moustache

Pillows are softer and

more compliant.

As a fuzzy brain

adjusts to a half-lit

afternoon which

refuses to be dreary,

sleepy contentment

arises in a chill cloud of happiness.

Dyan Fiorello



A Story

The door was before me, and, rather than turn back, I opened it. How many times I'd

opened it and each time it opened the same way as every other time -- slowly and noiselessly.

It was the kind of door they fix some way so that it will always close -- even if the opener does

not exert that extra effort needed to push it firmly shut. I was one of those people who never

exerted that energy. I always hated to hear the door shut. It was as if I had sealed my fate

every time I entered a building and shut a door. I was wholly committed to being in that one

place after the door shut.

There were so many faces -- always the same faces. The people changed -- new ones came --

old ones left -- but always the same faces. I walked toward a table and finally sat down alone.

I decided to stay awhile so that I wouldn't have to open any other doors. Walter's friend walked

toward me, a boy I'd met here a week ago. He'd seemed so preoccupied when I met him, talking

about getting stuff from Walter and how he had to have it. He did have to have it. And now a

week later we were both here again.

"Do you mind if I sit and talk to you for awhile? I hate this place. I've seen you here a lot.

You don't look like you belong here. Why do you come here?"

Why did I go there? How could I give a reason to anything I did? Why was I even talking to

him -- this hollow-eyed, wild haired, pallid boy who never seemed to have been anywhere on the

scene?

"Are you Walter's chick or something?"

Walter's chick - Walter, Walter, Walter . . Was I your chick, lying in bed with you, feeling

your nearness and then feeling nothing... nothing but your nearness, never your love. We couldn't

love. We weren't even allowed to be ... just to feel, to experience life too dramatically, to always

be too high to love. No, I wasn't Walter's chick. He seemed happy to hear this and his eyes looked

almost at me. His eyes looked at me. They didn't try to see into me. They didn't try to get into

my mind. They looked at me.

And we talked. I was talking to him as one person speaks to another. I wasn't trying to

discover anything about him and I wasn't trying to see myself in him. Caught up in the world

of drugs, never sure what was real and what was me, I tried to find myself again and again in

others. But I was talking to him now and not to my own reflection.

I listened as he told me he was a musician, and how music let him get away from the dirty

world of the dealer. When he wasn't playing music he was selling drugs. And he sold them to

anyone, and he gave them to anyone.



That day was so different.

He told me he was playing at a coffee house with a flutist, some professor who was an opium

eater and whose music was as sweet as the opium that produced it ... and would I please go with

him and why was I so sad and would I please talk to him.

We put on our coats and went out into the cold, white world. The brown prickly fur on

my coat became white and wet and I was cold all over and happy. Why was I happy? I wasn't

just feeling. I was thinking, thinking how like a child he looked as we walked. He had a recorder

and played children's songs and the snow covered his hair and his eyes shone and he smiled at me

and I smiled at him and for a moment it was right.

"Wow, you're a strange chick," he said. "Tell me what you do. Walter said you're an artist."

Artist ... Walter said I was an artist. I've lost my ability to see life as an artist. I've lost every-

thing. If doing dope with finesse was an art, I was an artist. If tearing one's values apart and be-

coming cold and unfeeling was an art, I was fast becoming an artist. God, save me from my art.

I told him I wasn't an artist and I was merely what I appeared to be.

We were quiet, walking in the snow and being quiet. We had to be quiet. What else could

save us from our words but not uttering them?

When we got to my place, it was empty and we went in. I asked him if he was hungry, and

he was. I told him to look in the kitchen and tell me what he'd like to eat and I'd make it for

him. All the while knowing I wouldn't be able to. I lived with this cat Michael who always

cooked and I never questioned why I never cook and he always cooked. It was just that I never

cooked and he always cooked.

"An omelet," he said. "Could you make an omelet?"

I couldn't make an omelet but didn't want to say so because I wanted him to think I could

do anything ... because I wanted him to think I was a person and not just a drug machine.

"Let's turn on first," I said. We smoked a couple of joints and my Michael came in. I was

happy and relieved. Michael was surprised. He took to Michael immediately and Michael to him.

1 told Michael about the omelet and we ate. Beautiful Michael had saved me. He always saved

me. Michael was going out that night with some friends and was happy that I wouldn't have to

stay home alone. He thought being alone was unbearable. A chance to look into himself was

always avoided by the presence of others, and for that reason we always had people over, and

lately more people came and Michael was busy and happy. He could be innocent when sur-

rounded by an audience. He was such an actor. We were always acting at my place. We never

could do anything but act. Michael was up for tripping, but there was no acid around. I suspected

he would find some that night.



He and Michael talked about the acid situation and how a trip cost so much, and Michael

didn't have any money. But, even if he did have money, he couldn't afford to trip. He couldn't

afford to get any farther away from himself.

I was really down, feeling all this about Michael. Then the whole night changed. All of a

sudden our eyes met and we both looked at Michael and ran out of the room. We grabbed our

coats and ran out the door. When we were outside, the world was white glisten, not the dull

white of methadrine but the glow white of sugar. And the world was sugar and no longer metha-

drine. I picked up a handful of the cold and threw it. I watched it fall. Then I was stung as a

white shock hit my cheek. Wow, we were playing in the snow ... Wcw I was a person. He looked

at me and I looked at him. We ran to each other and fell to the ground, rolling in the snow and

laughing, and tears came to my eyes, and tears hid in his. We got up, joined hands, and walked

to the coffee house.

His music was so human that night. I'll never forget it. I've heard him play so many times

since, but never like that. He stood there cleansed by the snow, evincing for the first time a

grin I was to see all too infrequently.

After he got through playing we walked back. The wind was biting and we talked and

talked. He told me about how very much he longed to go to China, and recited a Chinese poem,

interpreting it and saying how much was lost in the translation. How much is always lost in the

translation. He was sad and I was sad. It was me sharing someone else's emotion. It was he

feeling a bitter-sweet sadness.

That night before we went to sleep, we just sat on the edge of the bed and looked long and

longingly into each other's eyes. We both looked and hoped. We hated to see this time end. I

knew what the morning would bring and so did he. It would be dirtier tomorrow. The snow would

be dirty and the sky would be gray.

Marsha Russell



To sit in a brick walled room

gazing at the window pane.

To see nature's autumn, leaved grass,

frost tinged.

To ponder nature's beauty, the wonder of God.

To find peace.

To turn your back on it, to see the world's

hard face.

To feel a winged heart and know the

cause thereof.

To know another's agony.

To witness the pain of restless thought.

To look through the glass realizing

you may never pass through it.
'

To want to rush and seek forgiveness

from the wronged person, to cry your sorrow.

To know these wants, remain silent, waiting

out time's meticulous passing.

To dream that soon you may have your longings,

then to face reality.

To know love, its succulent taste.

To know its loss, to fear it again.

To chide all who speak highly of it.

To hope for it, again.

To become an empty shell in a brick walled room, gazing.

Raymond Girard



Impression

A giant wave

crashed upon a rocky shore,

and filled a thousand tiny crevices in each dark rock

with cool water,

while gulls and pipers scanned the jagged beach

in search of injured crabs.

Secluded pools

pulsating with each water wall,

reflected the sea in its rhythmic battering role

to carve earth's face;

overwhelmed by the obscure tide of darkness

influential light is cast.

Paul Riendeau

My Friend

No more shall ebb and flow,

the tired red life within me;

and no more shall my stomach

weep with acid tears;

and no more shall my bones

rattle in their sockets

when the marrow brittle gets

from seeping cold.

And my cares shall slip

from my shoulders

as mantles of eider-down,

for death is my dear, dark friend;

and eternity shall be my peace of mind,

for all is one, and one is all;

worlds without end — Shalom!

Come in, my dear, dark friend.

John Oinonen



be you near and sacred

his life followed him as a shadow

a constant reminder

of past with no forgotten

each day

treading the same path with identical steps

nearer to hell

darkness came

enveloping him and his shadow

a claw reaching

out of darkness

into darkness

grasping darkness

Greg Cravedi

I take that route daily

And, everyday there is

A newness, a newness in

What I see, hear and smell.

On the way was the beehive.

In the orchard of the apples

Bees flying to and fro

Undiscriminating about tone.

I passed the marsh yesterday

I never really noticed before

There were many things for me

To rediscover.

All things together I saw

Nothing out of place

Yet everything was different

But, nothing out of place.

David Gerry



NO MORE BLINDFOLDS

Clang! The slamming of the small iron door intrudes upon my pain-induced stupor.

Groggily I force myself to my feet. The agony from a thousand small burns on my legs sweeps

over me in nauseating waves and I slump against the chilled wall. Slowly I force my legs to move

despite searing pain. Again I count the steps. I must stay alive. I'M NOT A SPY! (four paces long)

NOT! (one pace wide). Back and forth I move, the colors thickening in my head, dimly aware of

the stark light bulb in the low ceiling. God, I could use a Drink ....

"Scotch and Soda", said the waitress. I glanced at her without interest. She had the

hard look of a pretty girl who has traded on her looks too long. As she moved away I turned back

to my companion who was waiting for an answer.

"I'm not interested, Mr. Long."

His face took on the look of the petty official who doesn't really believe you can turn

him down.

"I wish you would reconsider, John. You're the only one who can get in there now.

All we need are a few pictures ..."

"Pictures". HIS scream drags me back through the colors. I am lying on the floor and

HE is standing over me. God, I am back in the Interrogation Room. I begin to vomit with horror.

Through my choking I hear HIM repeat the endless questions. Dully, I try to answer.

"Name?"

"Johnathan Amsley Freeman."

"Age?"

"31".

"Born?"

"May 2, 1937!'

"Place?"

"Des Moines, Iowa."

Next would come the last two questions and the pain.

"What was your mission in the Peoples' Republic?"

"I'm a free-lance photographer doing an article for Mid-West Pictorial."

"Where are the Pictures!!?"

"There are no pictures."

I begin to scream an instant before his boot sinks into my groin. Mercifully I feel the

blackness come . . .



Someone was screaming a long way away. Suddenly I realize the screams are coming from

me and I stop. I must have fallen against my shattered arm. My light is off again. Is it night? I no

longer know. The blackness is seeping up as I struggle to find my feet . . .

"Stay on your feet" HE screams, shoving me into the courtyard. Dimly I am aware of

the rifle squad drawn up in rigid formation, a look of cold disinterest on their faces.

HE stands to one side, quivering with anger. "Now," HE screams through my blackness . . .

"Now we shall see, Freeman," HE screams, kicking me back to consciousness. I am on the

floor of the Interrogation Room, looking up. HE is talking, punctuating his remarks by slapping his

holster.

"If you are not a spy, you are an embarrassment to us. If you are a spy, you must be

prevented from transmitting your information. I'm going to miss our little meetings, however ..."

HE is drawing his pistol. I struggle but cannot rise. All I see is the gaping bore of HIS

gun. My head explodes in a thousand colors. The darkness comes up faster this time.

Robert Hall



March 1967

March

was a fat month

with fat sad days

of people waiting

for spring

dreaming of

green buds

park benches

outside lunches

March

was a month

of factory walls

hidden by snow

of footprints

in parking lots

and fields

March

was a month of

sugarcube trips

to boston

of Mary & Barbara & Ellie &

March

came in like a lion

and this time

ate the lamb

at a special supper

thrown for buck rodgers

March

was a month

of talent shows

flower ladies

and dancers

a beautiful Slum Goddess



March

was a month

of newspapers

and dead thoughts

all swallowed by

cardboard leaders

frozen freaks

more frozen people

March

was a month

of record thieves

and television waste

thriving on the general public

March

was a month

of airplane trips

to nowhere

and ocean floors

March

was a sometimes

real of unreality

mindless minds

and soul soap

March

came 27 days

after January

but was somewhat different

there was no New (?) Year (?)

March

was a mad month

although i'd seen madder

it was a hidden mask

and lost birthdays

March

was a month

of Love

hate

sorrow

j°y

March

was a month

of time spent

searching for answers

to certain unanswerable questions

March

was a month

of time spent

wasting time

in leisurely

nothingness

March

could have been

a lot of things

but for the most part

it was just

March

Ernest King



Eulogy

Think of yesterday's toast

To fortune and good will

And of streamers, rice, confetti,

Not autumn's bitter chill.

Remember in the summer

We were lying by the well

And talking about children

God damn! that somber bell.

The day, sullen as death

Bears little light for me,

Shadows engulf each thought

Reflecting Rose's eulogy

Soul Church

It is a pagan thing,

The way I walk the woodlands

in the spring;

My heart so full of wonder at the dew

and love of you,

I doubt that even God condones this thing.

While Nightingales can sing,

I search the woods for wild cherry, knowing

how well I've spent the times in

loving you;

The hours are few,

I doubt that even God could save this spring.

I am an eagle's wing,

Searching the sky for what the dawn may

bring,

Daring the stars that keep my soul from

you,

and damn them too;

I doubt that even God is so loving.

K A. Hall

Paul Riendeau



The Zone

Fm walking through my mind,

searching for answers and hope.

Slowly drifting through clouded layers,

listening to a soft voice,

calling gently in the dark.

Always searching for the word,

the mystery, that keeps eluding my mind.

Slipping from illusion to illusion,

appearing, disappearing, reappearing,

but never remaining.

Time has no meaning here.

Yet, all wait for love,

in this strange lost zone

of tomorrow's hopes.

Song Ernest King

There are valleys where the sun bides its time

There are rivers where lovers still roam

There's magic, a wish coming true — Since I found you.

There are unicorns grazing in the dawn

There are fairylands where winter never goes

There's magic, a wish coming true — Since I found you.

There are staircases leading to the stars

Gingerbread castles eaten by the sparrows

There's magic, a wish coming true — Since I found you.

Dyan Fiorello



The War to End All Continued

How still the sea is on this day.

How still the soldiers where they lie

drenched on a fool's bloodied beach.

How still the sky is on this day.

"God is on our side," cried the priests where they preach.

"Remember the heroes," said the teachers where they teach.

How sad the homeless, as they cry.

Righteous are the lies, that they preach.

On the village ground, soldiers lie.

Death sounds from the planes as they fly.

Promises of lasting peace, all made in vain.

Perfumed reasons for men to die.

There are no victories, for those who were slain.

The many who die, have no name.

A nation's pride, screams to the world of right.

And orphans still suffer the same.

Ernest King

'Plugs up to a point'

When God comes

I hope He sees

DEATH

again

I hope He flies do*vn

forming white foam

against

a blue sky

I hope He sees

the nylon

EXISTENCE

and replaces hate

with LOVE

I hope He shatters

the Electric World

and replaces it

with Himself

as

HEAD TECHNICIAN

and BLOWS HIS MIND!!!

Kenneth Boisvert



AN ENDING

I had been out of the service for only a month and was still enjoying the novelty of being a

civilian again, when my oldest buddy slipped back to town and looked me up. We had been in-

separable before he had married, and shortly after I had joined the Navy. Now he was divorced,

looking much older than when I had seen him last, and sitting in the living room with the folks

and me making small talk.

We had hunted together constantly before, and one of Walt Disney's shows was on and there

was a scene about woodchucks. We laughed together at the scene and I mentioned his old wood-

chuck dog Rusty. The years slipped away for an instant at the memory and the good solid feeling

of having a true friend came back strong and seemed to linger in the air.

We felt like talking then, so we went outside to look at the motorcycle he had driven up on,

and I took it for a spin up the road under the lazy summer evening leaves. It was a beautiful thing,

very high on displacement, with a crooked front fork that kept you leaning slightly to the right. He

didn't care, and drove it at a slant because he loved it just the way it was. It was his girl too in a way.

We talked about the bike, and he asked me about the service and I told him some; and I asked

him about his wife, and he told me some, and suddenly we didn't have anything to say anymore. We

stood awkwardly unsure for a moment, as two strangers thrown together unexpectedly will; and we

looked at each other and realized that we were strangers; the years had changed us greatly, perhaps

too greatly.

We didn't shake hands becuase we had never believed in the finality of the gesture, so we said,

"See you", and he swung his bike out the driveway and on up the road. I waved, and he waved, and

my oldest friend, who was somehow not my oldest friend anymore, passed on into the summer. The

echoes from the exhaust died in the cool grass beneath my feet, and I turned and walked slowly back

to the house.

John Oinonen



Automatic Pilot Confused

myself, being what i am

i am not

i was once lost in the lost and found

and was found to be lost

by some losers, being what they were

they were not

they lost their loss

they lost their lives

(hurray!)

ourselves, being what we are

we are not.

we are not tomorrow

our flesh rots.

get yourself drunk today

vomit in the gutter with

a smile

take all your clothes off and parade

in the streets

be obscene!

loss a toad tonight

Craig Hedstrom



I was a still - birth.

only yesterday I received my birth slap,

and cried my natal cry.

The Earth came down and met the sky;

crushing my in-between.

I just stopped crying

and saw the earth & the world.

The sky was strangely above me.

and the earth, oddly, below me.

I had to find my life, my point, me.

I've got it now.

Why was my new birth so cold, so hard?

Because it was so cruelly late?

or is it just my fate to get it hard?

But now I'm alive.

But they're trying to kill me again.

But I will not die. I will live.

I will sing in the sun now.

I will scream in the night!

I won't cry again.

I won't die again.

I won't even sleep again!

Carlton Brown



Rebel Mulatto

The un-blacked black,

the no longer ebony ebon,

the non-white white,

suspended animation,

living a limbo - life.

I used to say,

I ain't no nigger,

I ain't a black man,

I ain't like them,

I'm almost white.

I used to be harmless,

used to be complacent,

used to sell out,

used to play right,

grabbed at limbo.

I don't play anymore,

I crave blackness now

more dangerous than black,

I'll kill you if I can,

White man,

I am your conscience.

Carlton Brown



1970

The day was dark and dingy, as the heavy rain dropped upon the streets of Chicago.

Streams of running water flowed along the gutters of the streets and into the sewers. The

dullness of the drab sky gave no contrast to the dirty color of the towering skyscrapers.

Only a flashing neon sign gave intermittent brightenss to a blotchy city.

The atmosphere of the city was tense. Some people hid in their homes with the doors

locked and the window shades down. Others fled from the city as refugees in pursuit of a

safer place to hide. But still others, the brave ones, were out in the streets. Some were

carrying guns and knives, and some were relying on broken beer bottles and rusty old pipes.

These mobs of people were scared and angry. Now they had the right to be, because it had

all happened the way the critics said it would. For in this year of nineteen seventy, Chicago

was a damned city. A full-scale civil war had erupted between the black racists and the white

racists.

The pitter-patter of the falling rain on the roof of an apartment did not unnerve a

young mulatto who sat behind his kitchen window with a rifle on his lap. He leaned back

in his chair and lit up a cigarette. He squinted his eyes and inhaled the cigarette deeply. The

smoke spiraled its way up to the ceiling, and then he knocked an ash down on to the floor.

His face was pensive. He was a confused young man. He didn't know which side to take,

being half-white and half-black with the skin color of a white man. He dragged again on

his cigarette and blew the smoke up to the ceiling where the rest of the smoke was accumul-

ating. Then he crushed the butt on the floor with his foot, and nervously cocked his rifle.

Outside was heard the shot from the rifle of a national guardsman. It was intended

for a black man running away with a bundle of stolen loot under his arms. The black man

got a hold of himself to maneuver the pistol he held in his right hand. He fired back at the

guardsman in panic, but he missed. The guardsman was gaining on him steadily. The negro

saw his home twenty feet ahead of him. "Gotta make it to the door," he thought to him-

self. "I gotta make it." The guardsman fired a second shot that whizzed over the negro's

head by an inch.



"Give yourself up," he bawled out. "I've got you. Throw down your gun." The

negro kept running for the door. Then he jerked his body sideways slightly, and took another

wild shot at the soldier which missed its target by several feet. Then in desperation he made

a wild lunge forward to grasp the doorknob in the front of his house. But this time the soldier

aimed carefully at him, and shot him in the back. The black man dropped his loot and his

gun and fell flat on his face.

The untouched doorknob was turned altogether too late, as a young mulatto banged

through the door as fast as he could. But he stopped with a delayed reaction. Then he

dropped his rifle, fell down to his knees, and began to weep. He looked at the body in

panic-stricken terror, and then at the national guardsman, who was still standing there

with his rifle in his arms.

"You bastard!" he shouted. "You dirty white bastard!"

He wept painfully. Then he turned the body over and stared straight into the face of

his dead brother.

Dennis Boivin



White - God

Where are my Brothers?

the Brothers you said were - white

my christian Brothers.

my white christian Brothers.

white

christian

Brothers.

I prayed to you white - god,

prayed for my Brothers.

where?

white - man

white - god

christian Brothers.

now I know.

I pray no more.

man.

Carlton Brown

The winds of spring are blowin!

They're blowin' last year's papers,

leaves, and the still - naked trees.

all blowin' across the dead - green

of suburban, after - snow grasses.

The power lines are swayin',

children in bundles still,

The strange and eerie brightness

of a spring sun.

Looks good from a window

But you know it's too cold to walk.

The winds of spring are blowin',

What do they blow to me this time?

Somethin' new?

Somethin' different?

or just the same old dead spring?

Sometimes I wonder;

Why don't I want to die?

Carlton Brown



#1

The alley was crooked - narrow and dark,

The streets were cobbled - the buildings mark'd.

The man was old but he walked the way,

Bent with thoughts of another day.

The morning was dismal - no sun shone thru.

The City of Cracow - The ghetto for Jew.

Abigail Ott

#3

Your angry hills will love me, David

And I will water their dust with my tears.

Your people will accept me, David

For I will add new life to their old.

Your God will forgive you, David

Now, I am one of His own.

Why do you hesitate, David

I love you.

Abagail Ott



#2

I am shanty in Lubin

My people have all gone away,

They left me early one morning

Left me to rot and decay.

I've sat on this corner waiting

Year upon lonely year,

Noone has told me what happened

Or why they did leave me here.

My portals were always opened

For wanderer or for friend,

My windows were sometimes broken

But windows are easy to mend.

My family was tired of moving

They wanted to rest in peace,

My children were safe within me

0! Why did their life here cease?

Abigail B. Ott








